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OVERVIEW 

 The Supreme Court of the United States unanimously announced in Gideon v. 

Wainwright, 373 U.S. 335 (1963), that the Sixth Amendment guarantees to every criminal 

defendant in a felony trial the right to a lawyer.  “Reason and reflection,” Justice Hugo Black 

wrote, “require us to recognize that in our adversary system of criminal justice, any person 

hauled into court, who is too poor to hire a lawyer, cannot be assured a fair trial unless counsel is 

provided to him.”  Id at 343.  By accepting this CJA appointment, you are paying tribute to the 

legacy of Clarence Earl Gideon, whose handwritten petition to the Supreme Court of the United 

States resulted in this landmark decision.  The Judges of the United States District Court for the 

Western District of Pennsylvania commend the CJA Panel Attorneys (Panel Attorneys) for their 

dedication and willingness to accept this appointment.  We hope you find these local Policies and 

Procedures informative and helpful. 

 The Criminal Justice Act (CJA), 18 U.S.C. § 3006A, authorizes the Court to appoint 

counsel for indigent individuals and to compensate Panel Attorneys for their representation for 

time spent in court and “reasonably expended out of court.”  18 U.S.C. § 3006A(d)(1), (5).  The 

maximum amount of compensation for a Panel Attorney representing an indigent person in a 

matter before the District Court is set forth in the Guide to Judiciary Policy, Vol 7A, § 230.23.20. 

 The information contained in this manual has been prepared to inform Panel Attorneys of 

the Court’s Policies and Procedures and provide an understanding of the voucher process. The 

instructions apply to all Panel Attorneys in all three divisions of the Western District of 

Pennsylvania - Pittsburgh, Erie, and Johnstown.  These local instructions apply to all CJA 

appointments - whether you are appointed to represent a named defendant, a witness, or any 

other person entitled to representation under the CJA.  Answers to questions concerning 

appointment under the CJA can generally be found in: (1) 18 U.S.C. § 3006A; (2) the Criminal  
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Justice Plan of the United States District Court for the Western District of Pennsylvania;  (3) the 

Court’s website at www.pawd.uscourts.gov; and (4) the Guidelines for the Administration of the 

Criminal Justice Act, published by the Administrative Office of the United States Courts (“CJA 

Guidelines”).
1
 The Administrative Office’s Defender Services Office has developed a web site

that contains a useful Online Reference Tool, which you may access.
2
  Should these references

fail to provide the desired clarification or direction, Panel Attorneys should address their 

inquiries to the Clerk’s Office - CJA Financial Coordinator at 412-208-7532.  

Please be advised that your acceptance of appointment and representation of an indigent 

person commences from the date of appointment until the termination of the direct appeal, 

including ancillary matters, or until you are relieved from court appointment by Order of Court.  

1
  www.uscourts.gov/FederalCourts/AppointmentofCounsel/CJAGuidelinesForms/ 

vol7PartA. 

2
  http://www.uscourts.gov/uscourts/cjaort/index.html.   

Requested exceptions to these Policies and Procedures are subject to the discretion of the 

presiding judge, upon motion by the Panel Attorney.

http://www.pawd.uscourts.gov/
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I. Instructions for Completing the CJA Form 20 

The following will expedite the processing of your request for payment in Non-Capital 

representations.
3
  Panel Attorneys must electronically complete and sign a CJA Form 20 and

attach supporting documentation.
4
  Panel Attorneys must make separate claims to district and

appellate courts. 

A. Attorney Services / Limitations 

1. Voucher Preparation

CJA eVoucher is the Judiciary’s national electronic vouchering and payment system for 

the CJA.  All Panel Attorneys will have access to eVoucher and will use it to enter time and 

other claims, as well as to submit vouchers electronically to the Court for review, approval, and 

payment.  Once representation is completed, or in a case where interim vouchers have been 

authorized, the Panel Attorney must submit a completed, signed, and certified voucher to the 

Court through eVoucher.  The voucher and all attachments shall be submitted through eVoucher 

to the Clerk’s financial office and shall not be filed on the CM/ECF system. 

Beginning with the appointment and the first appearance in court, Panel Attorneys should 

begin to enter claims for all work done in the case.  During the case, claims should be entered 

contemporaneously.  Receipts and invoices, when necessary for a claim, should be saved in .pdf 

format and attached to the electronic voucher when it is submitted to the Court.  Proof of 

payment is required for all single item expenses in excess of $50.00, with supporting 

3
 CJA Form 30 is utilized for Capital Case representations. 

4
 Supporting documentation includes: an itemized statement of services provided, including the 

start and end times for the completion of the services on the voucher; an itemized statement of all 

expenses; timesheets and worksheets; receipts for single item expenses over $50.00; and all 

approved orders (interim, withdrawal, and exceed statutory limits). 
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documentation (e.g., receipts and/or a copy of a cancelled check or a credit card statement).  If 

including a cancelled check or credit card payment, it is recommended that for security purposes 

any personal account information be redacted. 

eVouchers require an electronic signature.  Each Panel Attorney must check the box with 

the statement “I swear and affirm the truth or correctness of the above statement,” and click 

“submit” to send the voucher to the Court.  The voucher will automatically be timestamped.  

Vouchers lacking copies of necessary receipts will not be processed until the receipts are 

provided. 

2. Timing of Voucher Submission

Pursuant to the CJA Guidelines, § 230.13, vouchers should be submitted no later than 

forty-five (45) days after the final disposition of the case.  Panel Attorneys must show good 

cause when submitting a voucher after forty-five (45) days of the final disposition of the case.  

The presiding judge has the discretion to deny the claim absent good reason for the delay. 

Panel Attorneys should note that interim payments are the exception to this rule.  Interim 

payments will not be permitted except when it is considered necessary and appropriate in a 

specific case by the presiding judge. 

3. Actual and Reasonable Work and Expenses

Only actual and reasonable work performed and reasonable out-of-pocket expenses 

incurred in connection with CJA representation may be claimed and compensated.  In claiming 

compensation, billing judgment must be exercised as to the reasonableness of all compensation 

claimed.  When more time was expended than is claimed for compensation, Panel Attorneys may 

so indicate on the voucher. 
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4. Case Compensation Maximums 

 

The current Panel Attorney case compensation maximums are found in CJA Guidelines  

§ 230.23.20.  For work previously performed, the case compensation maximums are found in 

CJA Guidelines § 230.23.30.  See Attachment 1 - CJA Hourly Rates and Effective Dates. 

If a Panel Attorney is substituted for a previously appointed Panel Attorney for the same 

defendant in a case, the total compensation paid to both Panel Attorneys may not exceed the 

statutory maximum total for a single defendant, unless the case involves extended or complex 

representation.  In such cases, vouchers for attorney's services will not be approved by a judicial 

officer until the conclusion of the trial so that the judicial officer may make such apportionment 

between the Panel Attorneys as may be just.  See CJA Guidelines § 230.56. 

5. Excess Compensation 

 

Panel Attorneys will not receive excess compensation if the presiding judge has not first 

determined that the case is complex or extended.  The presiding judge should make a threshold 

determination as to whether the case is either complex or extended.  The presiding judge will 

then submit his or her determination to the Chief Judge of the Circuit or his or her delegate for 

final approval.  When final approval has been received, the Panel Attorney should furnish a copy 

of the CJA 26 order to the CJA Financial Coordinator.   A case is considered “complex” if the 

legal or factual issues are unusual, thus requiring the expenditure of more time, skill, and effort 

by the Panel Attorney than would normally be required in an average case.  “Extended 

representation” occurs when representation involves more time than what is required in the usual 

case, including pre-trial and post-trial hearings.
5
 

                                                 
5
 Pursuant to the practices of the presiding judge, the Panel Attorney should inform the Court as 

soon as the Panel Attorney anticipates that he or she will be requesting that a case be deemed 

complex or extended. 
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If your voucher claim exceeds the statutory maximum, you must file the CJA Form 26 

with the voucher claim.  The final claim for payment, which is submitted to the Chief Judge of 

the Circuit or his or her delegate for approval, must also be accompanied by worksheets for the 

final work period. 

6. Interim Payments for Complex Case/Extended Representation 

Prior approval of the Chief Judge of the Circuit, or his or her delegate, is required for 

interim payments pursuant to § 230.73 of the CJA Guidelines. Absent extraordinary 

circumstances, interim payments will only be authorized for a case deemed by the presiding 

judge to be either “extended” or “complex” under § 230.23.40 of the CJA Guidelines. 

Procedures for interim payment requests can be found in Appendix 2C (Non-Capital cases) and 

Appendix 2D (Capital cases) of Vol. 7A of the CJA Guidelines.  In multi-defendant cases, each 

Panel Attorney requesting interim payments must submit his or her own request through the CJA 

eVoucher Program.  When the presiding judge and Chief Circuit Judge or his or her delegate 

deems the entire case to be extended or complex for all defendants, every Panel Attorney must 

submit an interim payment voucher every quarter.  All interim payments in excess of the 

statutory limit must follow the procedure in § 230.23.40 Waiving Case Compensation 

Maximums. 

If interim payments are approved, the Panel Attorney must submit quarterly interim 

payments through eVoucher.   The interim payment schedule for all cases is as follows:  For the 

period from January through March, vouchers must be submitted to the Court by April 15.  For 

the period from April through June, vouchers must be submitted to the Court by July 15.  For the 

period from July through September, vouchers must be submitted to the Court by October 15. 
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For the period from October through December, vouchers must be submitted to the Court by 

January 15. 

The entire eVoucher procedure for requesting and submitting interim payments is set 

forth in the Court’s eVoucher Attorney Manual, which is available on the Court’s website. 

7. Record Keeping

Panel Attorneys must maintain contemporaneous time and attendance records, as well as 

expense records, for all work performed, including work performed by associates, partners, 

support staff, and all service providers.  All file materials and billings records must be retained 

for three years after approval of the final voucher for an appointment, and both are subject to 

court audit.
6
  Court-initiated reviews shall honor the attorney-client privilege and the work

product doctrine.  Any overpayments are subject to recoupment, including deduction of amounts 

due from future vouchers.  

B. Timekeeping 

1. General

You must include start and end times for all services performed and you must bill in 

tenths of an hour (i.e., .1, .2, .3, NOT .25).  See Attachment 2 - Calculating Compensation for 

Time Worked.  Each time entry shall reflect discrete individual tasks.  Do not “bundle” time 

entries, such as “met with client, reviewed discovery, traveled, discussed case with AUSA - 8 

hours.”  Information shall be provided in detail sufficient to permit meaningful review, without 

violating the canons of ethics or disclosing work product, strategy, and/or client confidences.  

Panel Attorneys shall provide the Court sufficient information with enough specificity to permit 

6
 See CJA Guidelines § 230.76. 
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the Court to determine the reasonableness of the work performed and the amount sought for the 

services rendered. 

Multiple tasks on one day of less than a tenth of an hour in duration must be quantified 

together at no more than the total actual time expended on all, or quantified with another task on 

the same day.  If the activities fall into multiple categories as identified in the Out of Court 

section of the CJA Form 20 (i.e., interviews; record review; legal research and writing; travel; 

and investigative / other work), the one-tenth hour entry may be entered in any applicable 

category.  The aggregate time claimed during the total period of representation for single tasks 

requiring less than six minutes will be evaluated for reasonableness and may be subject to a 

reduction. 

Ordinarily, Panel Attorneys should not bill in excess of 10.0 hours in a single calendar 

day, unless the time was reasonably expended.  The Panel Attorney should provide an adequate 

explanation for the hours expended in order for the presiding judge to determine the 

reasonableness of the claim. 

 2. Overlapping Services in Multiple Cases 

Time spent on overlapping services in multiple cases (e.g., research, court appearances, 

waiting time) must be allocated appropriately among said cases and may not exceed the actual 

time expended.  Panel Attorneys have a duty to mitigate unnecessary expenditures and should be 

prepared to perform other work (such as review of case file materials and research and the like 

for other cases) while delayed due to wait time associated with jail
7
/personal/ hospital visits, and 

                                                 
7
 “Jail” is defined as any county jail, state or federal correctional institution, or any private 

correctional facility managed for the U.S. Marshals Service or the Federal Bureau of Prisons. 
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awaiting judicial proceedings.
8
  Panel attorneys are expected to follow all applicable guidelines 

in preparation for jail visits. 

C. Special Compensation Rules 

 1. Standardized Motions 

Consistent with the Sixth Amendment duty to provide vigorous advocacy on behalf of 

their clients, Panel Attorneys shall make use of form or previously utilized memoranda, motions, 

jury instructions, and sentencing material, modifying the contents as appropriate for each specific 

case (e.g. standard motions for discovery, motions to suppress, legal principle discussions in 

sentencing memoranda, motions for continuance, etc.).  Panel Attorneys should only request 

compensation for the amount of time actually expended in making the necessary case specific 

modifications to the document.  Motions for continuances or extensions should be expediently 

prepared and require only minimal billable time. 

2. Legal Research  
 

Claims for legal research must describe the subject that was researched.  Simply writing 

“research” and billing a number of hours is not acceptable.  Each Panel Attorney is expected to 

have a basic knowledge of federal criminal practice and procedure.  Panel attorneys may receive 

compensation for research time that is reasonably related to issues that are potentially present in 

the case; research that is tangential to the potential issues in the case may not be compensated.   

The cost of computer-assisted legal research (CALR) services by Panel Attorneys may be 

allowed as a reimbursable out-of-pocket expense, provided that the amount claimed is reasonable 

and supported by documentation.  Whenever the Panel Attorney incurs charges for CALR, the 

Panel Attorney should attach to the compensation voucher a copy of the bill and receipt for the 

                                                 
8
 Panel Attorneys will not be compensated for time spent waiting for the return of a verdict. 
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use of those legal research services and an explanation of the precise basis of the charge (e.g., 

indicating the extent to which it was derived by proration of monthly charges, or by charges 

identifiable to the specific research).  If the amount claimed is in excess of $500.00, or if it 

includes costs for downloading, the Panel Attorney should include a brief statement of 

justification.  It is incumbent upon the Panel Attorney to negotiate the best possible price for 

these charges. 

3. Reviewing Notices of Electronic Filings (NEF)  

Claims for reviewing an NEF and any associated document(s) should be limited to only 

the time spent reading the text of those documents. When compensation is sought under these 

Policies and Procedures, the document number(s) or title(s) of the NEF(s) and any associated 

document(s) reviewed should be noted so the Court can assess the reasonableness of the time 

spent. 

4. Compensation of Co-Counsel  

 

a. Co-Counsel Without Separate Appointment – CJA  

Guidelines § 230.53.10  

 

Unless separately appointed in accordance with § 230.53.20(b) or Guide, Vol 7A 

 § 620.10, a Panel Attorney may not claim compensation for services furnished by a co-counsel, 

partner or associate attorney without prior approval.    With prior authorization by the Court, a 

Panel Attorney may claim compensation for services furnished by a partner, associate, or, co-

counsel, who is not a partner or associate, within the case compensation maximum allowed by 

the CJA, separately identifying the provider of each service.  In a non-capital case, if co-counsel 

is a partner or associate of the Panel Attorney, no prior authorization is required for the first ten  
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hours of work by the partner or associate. If co-counsel is not a partner or associate of the Panel 

Attorney, prior authorization is required for all work by co-counsel. 

b. Compensation of Co-Counsel with Separate Appointment – CJA

Guidelines § 230.53.20

In an extremely difficult case where the Court finds it in the interest of justice to appoint 

an additional attorney, each attorney is eligible to receive the case compensation maximum 

allowable under the CJA. 

The finding of the Court that the appointment of an additional attorney in a difficult case 

is necessary and in the interest of justice must appear on the Order of Appointment.  See Guide, 

Vol 7A, § 620.10 for appointment of more than one attorney in capital cases. 

c. Requests for Appointment or Authorization of Co-Counsel

Requests must specify the tasks, projected number of hours, the hourly rate, and the total 

anticipated expenditure.  The Court expects that Panel Attorneys will develop a division of labor 

between the Panel Attorney, partners, or associates to minimize billing of time and travel 

expenses for client visits, meetings, and Court appearances and to avoid duplication of effort.  

Without prior approval, compensation will not be approved for attendance at Court hearings by 

additional support staff, including law clerks, paralegals, and investigators.  When seeking prior 

approval, the Panel Attorney must specifically explain why additional staff is required and the 

Court must find the explanation reasonable. 

It is the Panel Attorney’s responsibility to monitor and approve all bills submitted for 

approved partners, associates, etc.  Double billing for performance of the same task will not be 

approved.  

To avoid double billing, Panel Attorneys shall use separate worksheets for each attorney 

or associate.  Panel Attorneys shall not bill paralegal time on the attorney worksheets.  Paralegals 

http://www.uscourts.gov/rules-policies/judiciary-policies/cja-guidelines/chapter-6-federal-death-penalty-and-capital-habeas#a620_10
http://www.uscourts.gov/rules-policies/judiciary-policies/cja-guidelines/chapter-6-federal-death-penalty-and-capital-habeas#a620_10
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are treated as “service providers,” subject to a different compensatory maximum, and their time 

shall be accounted for on a CJA Form 21.  See Section II(D) of these Policies and Procedures. 

5. Discovery and Document Review

It is difficult to accurately project the costs and actual time for the review of voluminous 

documents and data prior to the completion of the investigation or discovery process.  The 

presiding judge may use discovery status conferences to determine whether case budgeting is 

necessary and, if so, to make adjustments as circumstances require.  Where required, Panel 

Attorneys should present a preliminary budget detailing an efficient and cost-effective method to 

review documents and data, such as electronic evidence review platforms, or the use of 

paralegals and document technicians.  See Section IV of these Policies and Procedures for 

additional discussion on budgeting and Chapter 3 - CJA Guidelines § 320.70.40. 

If claiming time for discovery or file review, Panel Attorneys shall describe the 

documents that were reviewed and, if possible, the pages, and/or Bates number, and/or number 

of discs. “Reviewing discovery” or “Listening to wire taps” is not acceptable. 

Rule 16 Materials 

The U.S. Attorney's Office, the Federal Public Defender's Office, the F.B.I., and the 

D.E.A. have developed an improved method for the disclosure of discovery material in wiretap 

cases.  This disclosure method provides additional data in a more searchable and useful format, 

which should both enhance and make more efficient the discovery process in such cases.  

Training on how to best utilize this data will be provided.  See CJA Guidelines § 320.70.40.
9

9
 Increasingly, discovery-related costs have been identified as significant cost drivers.  Under 

CJA Guidelines § 320.70.40, appointed counsel must consult the National Litigation Support 

Team in the Administrative Office of the United States Courts (AO), Office of Defender 

Services (ODS) (510-637-3500) before procuring computer hardware or software with a cost 

exceeding the limitations in CJA Guidelines § 310.20.30 or utilizing computer systems, litigation 

support products, services, personnel, or experts with an expected combined cost exceeding 
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6. Copies

Charges for in-house copy work are reimbursable at a rate not to exceed five cents per 

page.  If using a copy service, Panel Attorneys are expected to negotiate the lowest rate possible.  

The number of pages for copy work must be referenced on the expense worksheet.  Panel 

Attorneys shall submit an itemized invoice for the copy work with the voucher.  The invoice 

shall include a description of the documents copied, the date copied, the case number, and the 

reasons for the copy work.  Panel Attorneys are reminded that reimbursement is allowed only for 

“copy work.”  “Printing” on your own printer is not reimbursable. 

7. Long Distance Phone Calls and Document Delivery

Reimbursement may be claimed for the actual cost of case-related long distance phone 

calls, but not for local calls or surcharges. Your telephone billing record must be attached with 

the case-related long distance expense(s) highlighted. 

The Court strongly encourages the use of electronic transmissions (such as email) of 

documents by Panel Attorneys to the Court and opposing counsel, rather than transmitting same 

by hand delivery or special carriers, i.e., FedEx, UPS, etc.  The Court may require a Panel 

Attorney to demonstrate “good cause” for the costs of hand delivery or special carrier service 

when the documents could have been transmitted via email. 

In those limited situations where it is necessary to transmit documents via facsimile or 

postal service, facsimile reimbursement is limited to the actual cost of any long-distance charge 

associated with the phone transmission for an outgoing document. Reimbursement is not 

permitted for receipt of a facsimile.  The costs of the machine, supplies, and phone line are 

considered general office overhead and are not reimbursable. 

$10,000.  See Section I(E)(2) of these Policies and Procedures. 
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D. Travel Time and Mileage  
 

1. General  
 

Panel Attorneys and service providers may claim only actual time spent traveling.  Unless 

the starting point of travel is closer to the destination, claims for travel time and mileage should 

be computed from the attorney’s office or the courthouse, whichever distance is shorter.  With 

the exception of travel to the institution referenced on Attachment 3, pre-approval must be 

sought from the presiding judge for any out-of-district travel. 

2. Mileage  

Travel by privately-owned automobiles should be claimed at the mileage rate currently 

prescribed for federal judiciary employees who use a private automobile for the conduct of 

official business.  Receipts are required for expenses over $50.00.  Mileage claims for travel by 

privately-owned automobiles must be itemized on the expense worksheet and must include date 

of travel, destination, number of miles, and the amount due.  See Attachment 4 - Mileage Rate.  

The actual mileage driven must be recorded for all mileage claims and the origination and 

destination of the travel must be submitted as part of the supporting documentation. See 

instruction 17 to CJA Form 20 and instruction 16 to CJA Form 30 for other information and 

documentation that is required for travel expenses. 

 3. Travel for Multiple Representations 

Travel on behalf of more than one client must be prorated.  Double billing (e.g., billing 

the same travel time or expenses to more than one representation) is prohibited.  See CJA 

Guidelines § 250.50(e).  Proration of travel time among CJA representations must not result in a 

Panel Attorney billing a larger amount than would have been invoiced if all of the time had been 

assigned to one representation. 
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While the travel time spent in common on more than one CJA representation must be 

prorated, the entire cost of mileage and expenses that is applicable to more than one CJA 

representation must be billed to one representation. The supporting materials to the voucher on 

which the expenses are billed must cross-reference the other CJA representations.  See CJA 

Guidelines § 230.50(f).  For example, when visiting multiple incarcerated CJA-appointed clients 

at the same location, a Panel Attorney must prorate the travel time among the CJA-appointed 

clients and bill the travel and mileage expenses to only one of the CJA representations. The 

travel and mileage should be billed to the CJA-appointed client with the lowest criminal case 

number.  Time spent with each CJA-appointed client should be billed to his/her individual case.  

The Panel Attorney must disclose on the voucher when travel is for a privately retained client in 

addition to a CJA-appointed client, so that the Court can determine whether the time (and 

expenses) should be apportioned and which time (and expenses) are reasonably attributable to 

the CJA appointment.  The Court does not need the name of the privately retained client or 

information on the matter discussed, but only needs to know that a portion of the travel claim 

should be paid by the Court and a portion will be paid by the privately retained client. 

4. Jail and Prison Visits  

Panel Attorneys are strongly advised to ascertain prior to traveling to any facility to visit 

a CJA-appointed client, that the CJA-appointed client is still being housed at that facility.  If 

Panel Attorneys have not exercised due diligence in so ascertaining, travel is not compensable 

when a Panel Attorney travels to a facility for a jail or prison visit only to learn upon arrival that 

the individual has been moved to a different facility. 
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5.  Out of District Travel  

 

   a.  Travel Expenses 

 Panel Attorneys must obtain advance authorization from the Court for travel outside the 

Western District of Pennsylvania, except when travelling to the institution listed on Attachment 

3.  All travel must be deemed necessary and reasonable and connected to representation under 

the CJA.  Absent such authorization, the Panel Attorney must demonstrate that the travel was 

necessary and prior authorization could not have been obtained. Ordinarily, compensable time 

for travel includes only those hours actually spent in or awaiting transit. Accordingly, if a trip 

necessarily and reasonably requires overnight lodging, compensable travel time to the 

destination from the Panel Attorney’s office terminates upon arrival at the place of 

accommodation and includes travel time returning directly to the Panel Attorney’s office.  See 

CJA Guidelines § 230.60(b). 

With respect to mileage expenses, the actual mileage driven must be recorded for all 

mileage claims and the origination and destination of the travel must be submitted as part of the 

supporting documentation.  See instruction 17 to CJA Form 20 and instruction 16 to CJA Form 

30 for other information and documentation that is required for travel expenses. 

 b. Non-Mileage Travel Expenses 

 

Receipts must accompany all claims for non-mileage travel expenses, such as daily 

parking fees, tolls, taxi, approved airfare, hotel, etc.
10

 

 

 

                                                 
10

 Authorization for meals is allowable only when the traveler has received authorization for 

overnight travel.  Meals obtained must be in accord with existing government travel regulations.  

Alcoholic beverages are not reimbursable. 
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6. Air Travel 
 

All air travel must have prior approval of the presiding judge.  Once Court approval is 

received, the Panel Attorney must contact the Court’s CJA Financial Coordinator for further 

information regarding purchase of the air travel ticket.  See Attachment  5 - Government Travel 

Rates - § 320.80.20.  Panel Attorneys and service providers can receive a government rate on 

airfare, and are advised to request advance approval to receive government travel rates.
11

 

E. Services and Costs For Which Compensation Cannot be Claimed 
    

1. Tasks For Which Compensation Cannot be Claimed  
 

   a. Clerical Work 
 

Clerical work, even if performed by a Panel Attorney, may not be claimed.  Clerical work 

includes work customarily performed by non-professional employees, including, but not limited 

to, preparing trial binders, marking exhibits, conducting conflict checks, generating a file, and 

any other work that can be performed by a non-attorney for the Panel Attorney to render directly 

professional services.  See CJA Guidelines § 230.66.10(b). 

(i) Time spent accessing, storing, printing, and/or forwarding an NEF 

is considered a clerical function, which falls under the category of “general office 

expenses” and is not compensable.  

(ii)  Filing documents on the CM/ECF System constitutes a non-

compensable clerical task.  Communications about inquiries from Clerk’s Office 

staff, such as quality control clerks alerting the Panel Attorney to improper filing 

of documents in violation of the Court’s CM/ECF Policies and Procedures, and 

directing the filing of Errata versions of documents, are non-compensable. 

                                                 
11

 Panel Attorneys and service providers cannot receive government rates or state tax exemption 

at hotels because they are not government employees. 
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(iii) Claims for reviewing an NEF and any associated document(s) 

should be limited to only the time spent reading the text of those documents. In 

addition, the document number(s) or title(s) of the NEF(s) and any associated 

document(s) reviewed should be noted so the Court can assess the reasonableness 

of the time spent. 

(iv) Time claimed for acceptance of appointments is not compensable. 

  b. Record Keeping and Voucher Preparation  

Panel Attorneys may not submit claims for time incurred in connection with record-

keeping and preparation of CJA vouchers. 

c. Voucher Processing and Review 

Time spent communicating with the Court and chambers’ staff regarding fee claims, 

preparing supporting memoranda ordered by the Court, acquiring necessary records to support a 

fee claim, and attending hearings and/or conferences held by the Court as to a fee claim is not 

compensable. 

d. Retrieving Property 
 

Time spent retrieving or holding property of a CJA-appointed client is generally not 

compensable, absent extraordinary circumstances.  Panel Attorneys may, however, be 

compensated for time spent or expenses incurred performing tasks related to the return of client 

property held by law enforcement, or in forfeiture matters when appointed by the court to handle 

such matters. 

e. Services of a Personal Nature 

 

The costs of items of a personal nature purchased for or on behalf of a CJA-appointed 

client are not reimbursable under the CJA. Such items include: purchasing new clothing or 
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having clothing cleaned; getting a haircut; furnishing cigarettes, candy, or meals, etc.  The costs 

of services of a personal nature and expenses incidental thereto which cannot be considered legal 

representation are not compensable under the CJA.  Such services include: “assisting the 

defendant in the disposition of the defendant’s personal property; arranging for the placement of 

minor children of the defendant; assisting the defendant in executing the conditions of probation; 

and providing legal assistance in matters unrelated to the litigation of the case, although 

incidental to the defendant’s arrest.” CJA Guidelines, Items and Services of Personal Nature, 

 § 230.66.20.   

2. Purchases of Computer Hardware, Software and Litigation Support 

Services 

 

Panel Attorneys should not purchase any computer equipment, software or litigation 

support programs, or services for a specific case without first contacting the National Litigation 

Support Team.  See CJA Guidelines, § 320.70.40(a)(2).  In addition, Panel Attorneys should 

contact the Federal Public Defender as the Federal Public Defender may be able to provide Panel 

Attorneys with hardware and software at no cost to the CJA. 

3. Other Costs for Which Compensation May Not Be Claimed 

 

a. Witness fees, travel costs and expenses for service of subpoenas 

are covered by Federal Rule of Criminal Procedure 17 and 28 U.S.C. § 1825. 

b. General office overhead such as secretarial service, office rental, 

and equipment  rental  (i.e.,  photocopier,  facsimile),  and  telephone  service  are  

not  reimbursable. 

c. Travel, housing, or subsistence of a CJA-appointed client not in 

custody are not payable out of CJA appropriation.  See 18 U.S.C. § 4285. 
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d. Panel Attorneys are required to use PACER in connection with 

their CJA appointments and must obtain an exempt login and password for the 

CJA account by contacting the PACER Service Center at 1-800-676-6856.  Use 

of a different password is not compensable.
12

 

e. The Board of Judges has adopted a policy which allows the Intake 

Section of the Clerk’s office to provide the CJA Panel Attorney with one (1) free 

copy of the docket sheet in his/her own respective case. Any additional printing of 

documents at the public terminal without charge is at the discretion and prior 

approval of the assigned presiding judge.  

II. Instructions for Completing CJA Forms 21 and 24: 

The Use of Investigators, Experts, Paralegals, Interpreters, and Other “Service 

Providers” 

 

A. General 

 

 The Court has no pre-approved service providers nor does it endorse the use of any 

specific service provider.  Panel Attorneys are expected to negotiate reasonable hourly rates with 

all service providers.  Panel Attorneys must seek a reduced government rate for any service 

provider and the rate of these services must be approved by the presiding judge.  Panel Attorneys 

should utilize paralegals and other cost-effective means to minimize costs where attorney 

expertise is not required.  

 B. Approval by the Court  

 The use of investigators, experts, and other specialized service providers require advance 

approval by the presiding judge where the cost exceeds $800.00.  In order to obtain court 

                                                 
12

 CJA PACER accounts are not to be accessed for private use.  Counsel should be aware that 

PACER-exempt CJA accounts are monitored by the Clerk of Court, or his/her delegate, on a 

quarterly basis. 
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approval, Panel Attorneys should provide a description of the nature and extent of the work to be 

performed.  The request also should include the projected number of hours required, the service 

provider’s hourly rate, and an estimate of the anticipated time needed to complete such work.  

This description can be in the form of a cover letter or memorandum.  

 Costs exceeding $2,400.00 must have prior authorization from the presiding judge and 

approval from the Chief Judge of the Circuit or his or her delegate.   

 Any request seeking nunc pro tunc authorization for services rendered must include 

justification to support a finding that timely procurement of such services practically could not 

have awaited prior authorization.   

 Below are the acceptable experience-based rates for certain service providers.  Prior to 

submission, Panel Attorneys are expected to supervise and verify that the work was performed, 

as well as review invoices provided by the service provider to assure that all charges are 

consistent with these Policies and Procedures.  See Attachment 6 – CJA 21 and Appendix 3A 

Instruction. 

 

Category Hourly Ranges 

Paralegals $25.00 - $50.00  

Investigators $40.00 - $100.00  

Psychologists $125 -$200  

Psychiatrists, neurologists and other medically 

licensed experts 

$150 -$250  

 

These hourly rates may not be exceeded without prior authorization of the presiding judge.  

Claims for payment in excess of these established hourly rates without prior authorization will be 
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reduced by the CJA Financial Coordinator prior to submission to the presiding judge.  

 C. Psychiatrists, Psychologists, and Related Experts 

 CJA funds are used to pay for psychiatric and related expert services upon a 

determination that the services are “necessary for an adequate defense.”  The CJA Guidelines 

refer to these services as “defense services” where the Panel Attorney selects the expert and 

controls the duration of the expert’s services and extent of his or her report.  There also are 

circumstances in which payment for the services is from a source other than the CJA 

appropriation, usually paid by the Department of Justice (DOJ) funds, such as an examination to 

determine the mental competence of a defendant to stand trial.  These are considered “non-

defense” or “Court Ordered” examinations. 

 D. Use of Paralegals, Legal Assistants, and Other Non-Secretarial Support  

 Panel Attorneys may use paralegals, legal assistants, and other non-secretarial support 

when reasonably necessary to provide services efficiently and at the lowest possible cost.  Panel 

Attorneys should endeavor to avoid duplication of efforts and excessive staff conferencing by 

developing a reasonable division of labor between the Panel Attorney and staff.  See CJA 

Guidelines § 320.70.50. 

1. Paralegal, legal assistants, and other non-secretarial support 

are considered “outside services” subject to the $800.00 limit, even 

when the paralegal, legal assistant or other non-secretarial support 

is employed by the Panel Attorney.   

2. For services of paralegals, legal assistants, and other non-

secretarial professional support personnel employed by a Panel 

Attorney, the Court will determine a reasonable hourly 
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compensation rate that may not exceed the lesser of the rate paid to 

the Panel Attorney under the CJA or the rate typically charged by 

the Panel Attorney to a fee-paying client for such services.  

Authorizing compensation at such rates should result in greater 

efficiency and lower costs for the CJA program than would occur 

if the Panel Attorney performed and charged for these services. 

3. Panel Attorneys may not submit claims for work performed 

by law students or interns who are otherwise performing services 

without compensation. 

  E. Retention of Experts 

 Once funding for investigative, expert, or other specialized services has been approved, 

Panel Attorneys are responsible for communicating with the service provider the specific terms 

of the approval to ensure that charges do not exceed the amount authorized.  Panel Attorneys are 

required to use written retainer agreements for investigators, experts, and other service providers 

setting forth details of their engagement, including the hourly rate, the approved number of 

hours, and contemporaneous time record requirements. The retainer agreement should also 

include language indicating that the service provider should not exceed the maximum number of 

authorized hours and/or dollar amount without prior written authorization from the Panel 

Attorney and approval by the Court. The engagement letter should explain that the service 

provider’s voucher must be based on contemporaneous time records and that the service provider 

must maintain records for audit purposes. To assist Panel Attorneys, a sample engagement letter 

is attached.  See Attachment 7. 

An exception to requiring the use of written engagement letters is permissible if the total 
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compensation for the individual service provider is below the CJA dollar threshold requiring 

prior authorization for service providers (currently $800.00, see CJA Guidelines § 310.20.30). 

To the extent the Panel Attorney wants to utilize an investigator at a client visit, and has 

exceeded the $800.00 threshold, prior approval is required and the Panel Attorney shall provide 

an explanation why said investigator is required to accompany the Panel Attorney on such visit.  

Double billing for performance of the same task will not be approved.   

 F. Travel By Experts  
 

 Service providers shall be compensated for travel time and expenses.  Unless otherwise 

approved by the presiding judge, investigators, experts, and other service providers should bill 

travel time at 50 percent of the approved normal billing rate, subject to the exceptions below:   

(1)  The first six hours traveling by automobile to, and the first six hours 

traveling by automobile from, a case-related destination (i.e., a destination relevant to the 

responsibilities or duties assigned to the expert or service provider by the Panel 

Attorney). 

  (2) Reasonable travel time at or around the case-related destination in order 

for the expert or service provider to complete the responsibilities or duties assigned to the expert 

or service provider by the attorney for the defendant. 

 Time spent performing case-related work while traveling, by any mode of transportation, 

is not “travel time” and should be compensated at the full (i.e., not reduced) hourly rate.  Case-

related work is work relevant to the responsibilities or duties assigned to the expert or service 

provider by the attorney for the defendant.  See Attachment 8, February 26, 2014 memorandum 

from Defender Services. 

 The presiding judge, upon application by counsel, may authorize payment at the full 

hourly rate for travel in appropriate circumstances.  Examples of such instances may include 
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when a medical doctor is retained and must leave his or her practice to fly to a prison to examine 

a defendant, or when service providers have to travel because of the requirements of the 

government (for example, prosecutors might not release evidence, such as photographs or 

computer hard drives, to be sent to service providers, instead requiring the service provider to 

travel to the prosecutor’s office or to a laboratory). 

 Any service provider traveling to testify at a court proceeding shall be paid for the actual 

number of hours he or she is in attendance at court, in addition to the service provider’s travel 

time and expenses.  To minimize travel, Panel Attorneys should select local investigators and 

experts, when possible. 

G. Transcripts 

Panel Attorneys must submit a CJA Form 24 to the presiding judge for approval.  

Production of transcripts must be authorized by the presiding judge.  It is the CJA Panel 

Attorney’s responsibility to obtain the required authorizations and to certify that the page rates 

and delivery schedules referenced on the CJA Form 24 voucher are accurate and in compliance 

with the national guidelines. Generally, persons proceeding under the CJA may only receive the 

original or a copy of a transcript.  Multiple copies are not permitted.  Payment for transcripts is 

made directly to the Court Reporter identified on the CJA Form 24.  Expedited or daily 

transcripts are discouraged.  Any requests for expedited or daily transcripts must have written 

justification and must have prior Court approval. 
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III. Voucher Review  

A.  General  

It is your responsibility to comply with the applicable national procedures and these local 

Policies and Procedures with respect to your fee petition.  The members of this Court have an 

inherent obligation to scrutinize fee requests and make necessary adjustments.  “Every time an 

attorney submits such a [fee request], that attorney is asking the U.S. Treasury to dole out a 

portion of its limited resources. . . . It is the duty of the Court to determine what is a reasonable 

expense or a reasonable use of billable time, and to determine exactly what compensation and 

reimbursement will be paid.”  United States v. Mosley, 779 F. Supp.2d 398, 400 (D.N.J. 2011) 

(citing United States v. Smith, 76 F. Supp.2d 767, 768 (S.D. Tex. 1999)).  The members of this 

Court are charged with determining whether a fee request is reasonable.   

  Vouchers under the statutory case compensation maximum are reviewed by the CJA 

Financial Coordinator for compliance with the CJA Guidelines and mathematical and technical 

accuracy,
 
and then forwarded to the presiding judge for substantive review and approval.

13
  Panel 

Attorneys are reminded to review Vol. 7A, Chapter 2, § 230.56 for procedures regarding 

substitution of counsel.   

Excess compensation vouchers, including interim vouchers, are reviewed by the CJA 

Financial Coordinator for compliance with the CJA Guidelines and mathematical and technical 

accuracy, and then forwarded to the presiding judge for substantive review and approval.  The 

voucher is then forwarded by the presiding judge to the Chief Judge of the Circuit or his or her  

 

                                                 
13

 In accordance with the national guidelines, “[a]bsent extraordinary circumstances, judges 

should act upon panel attorney compensation claims within 30 days of submission.” See CJA 

Guidelines § 230.13 – Time Limits. 
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delegate for certification.  Once Circuit approval is obtained, the voucher is returned to the 

presiding judge and processed for payment by the CJA Financial Coordinator. 

 B.  Reduction and/or Disallowance of Voucher Claims  

 Each Panel Attorney has a responsibility to comply with the applicable national 

procedures and these local Policies and Procedures with respect to the submission of a fee 

petition.  Each submission is an affirmation of the truth or correctness of the information 

contained therein.  

Panel Attorneys should be aware that voucher submissions for unreasonable expenditures 

of time and/or expenses may result in a reduction or denial of the claim.  Unless a proposed 

reduction is based on mathematical or technical errors, prior to the reduction of any voucher or 

the denial of certification, the presiding judge will notify the submitting Panel Attorney of the 

proposed reduction with a brief statement of the reason(s) for the denial or reduction, and allow 

the Panel Attorney an opportunity to submit a revised voucher or written request for 

reconsideration. 

 The Court will review a timely submitted request for reconsideration and may grant or 

deny it, in full or in part, and communicate the decision to the Panel Attorney.  Repeated 

submissions for unreasonable expenditures of time may result in removal from the CJA panel.     

IV. Mega Cases and Case Budgeting  

 A. Mega Cases
14

 

Once it is determined that a non-capital representation is anticipated to exceed 300 

                                                 
14

 The term “mega case” refers to a representation that qualifies for case budgeting under 

sections 230.26 and 640 of the CJA Guidelines, Guide to Judiciary Policy, Vol. 7, Part A: (a) all 

capital representations and (b) non-capital representations that appear likely to become or have 

become extraordinary in terms of potential cost (i.e., attorney hours are expected to exceed 300 

hours or total expenditures are expected to exceed $30,000 for appointed counsel and services 

other than counsel). 
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attorney hours or $30,000 in fees and costs for appointed counsel and services, the Court may 

request the development of a complete or staged budget for the defendant’s representation. For 

capital representations, the presiding judge is encouraged to require submission of a case budget.  

See CJA Guidelines §230.26.   The Judicial Conference has created a Third Circuit Case 

Budgeting Attorney position to implement the Guidelines’ provisions on case budgeting in 

capital prosecutions, capital habeas proceedings, and non-capital “mega-cases” of more than 300 

hours or $30,000 per representation.  The Case Budgeting Attorney is available to assist the 

presiding judge and Panel Attorney with the process of developing and reviewing budget 

proposals, as well as any CJA related matters.  Please contact the Federal Defender for the Case 

Budgeting Attorney’s contact information. 

In a mega case where a budget is required, the presiding judge will send the budget to the 

Chief Judge of the Circuit or his or her delegate for approval consistent with the statutory limits 

or specific court policies.   

B. Other Cases Where Case-Budgeting May Be Used  

At the beginning of any case, Panel Attorneys shall inform the Court ex parte if it is 

anticipated that costs will exceed the statutory threshold.  At the discretion of the Court, a three-

phase case budget may be required, allowing for quarterly interim payments.   

C. Changes in Anticipated Costs 

In any case where case-budgeting is used, Panel Attorneys must advise the Court of 

significant changes to the estimates and anticipated cost. 

V. Revisions and Changes 

 These Policies and Procedures are subject to change and/or revision as may be necessary 

to comply with the Guide to Judiciary Policy, Volume 7: Defender Services - Part A: Guidelines 
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for Administering the CJA and Related Statutes and/or local policy and procedure.  Panel 

Attorneys shall make every effort to remain current with National Guidelines and local Policies 

and Procedures.
 

VI. Forms and Reference Materials 

 A. Forms  

 All forms that Panel Attorneys may need to utilize are available at the Court’s website.  

These forms are: 

CJA Form 20 - Appointment of and Authority to Pay Court Appointed Counsel and 

instructions. 

CJA Form 21 - Authorization and Voucher for Expert and Services and instructions. 

CJA Form 24 - Authorization and Voucher for Payment of Transcripts and 

instructions. 

CJA Form 26 - Supplemental Information Statement for Compensation Claim in 

Exceeds of the Statutory Case Compensation Maximum: District Court. 

CJA Form 30 - Appointment and Authority to Pay Court Appointed Counsel in Death 

Penalty proceedings and instructions. 

CJA Form 31 - Authorization and Voucher for Expert and Other Services in Death 

Penalty proceedings and instructions. 

 B. Court Website 

 

            On the Court’s website, there is currently a section entitled “Criminal Justice Act- CJA.”  

There are links to CJA revised worksheets, CJA rates, CJA Form 21 and Appx 3A Procedure, 

CJA Attorney Training Program, and CJA Calculating Compensation for Time Worked. 
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 C. Other Reference Materials 

 For additional information regarding authorization and payments, please see the 

Guidelines for the Administration of the Criminal Justice Act and Related Statutes, Volume 7, 

Guide to Judiciary Policies and Procedures,
15

 specifically; 

Chapter 2 - Appointment and Payment of Counsel 

 Chapter 3 - Authorization and Payment for Investigative, Expert or Other Services 

 Chapter 6 - Representation in Federal Death Penalty Cases and in Federal Capital Habeas 

Corpus Proceedings. 
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  Available at http://www.uscourts.gov/defenderservices/volume7.cfm. 
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